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Spceification—500018 Flex Net Cable-less Net Upgrade Kit
Draper No. 500018 is a kit to allow for the upgrade to the patented Flex-Net
cable-less volleyball net on any Draper volleyball system. Kit consists of all
necessary adapter cables, hardware and net.
Net shall be 32' long x 39" high with a top cable-less binding of 32' 6". A 2"
wide, 10,000 lbs tensile strength white binding shall surround the entire net
body. Top binding has high strength delta rings attached to allow connection
to post attachment cables. Bottom of net has 2" wide “hook and loop” bottom
tension straps on each side that include metal buckles to allow excellent bottom net tension. Bottom strap tension buckles are covered by a hook and loop
pad that is permanently attached the strap. Each side bindings include ½" OD
steel tubing dowel rod that is completely enclosed for player safety. Net body
shall be constructed from #21 black knotted nylon 4" square mesh.
Net meets rule requirements for FIVB, USA Volleyball, NCAA and NFHS. Net
is covered by U.S. Patent No. 5,358,257.
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C277.003 Flex Net Cable-less Volleyball Net
C057.012 Snap Link
Adapter Cable – 60" Finished Length
Adapter Cable – 40" Finished Length
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The Draper No. 500018 is a kit to allow for the upgrade to the patented Flex-Net cable-less volleyball net on any Draper volleyball system.
Attach 40" Adapter cable to winch strap and route cable through post pulley.
Attach 60" Adapter cable to lower anchor collar on the other post and route cable across post pulley.
Unfold net between volleyball posts and attach one snap link to the delta ring at each end of the top binding strap.
Attach net to adapter cables by inserting the snap links into loop at end of adaptor cables.
Tension top of net using net tensioning winch.
Tension bottom of net by wrapping bottom strap around post, the inserting into buckles and pulling back toward post. Lock bottom strap at desired tension
with hook and loop fastener then cover buckle with hook and loop pad that is attached to bottom strap. Repeat at other end of net.
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